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SUMMARY
WAR AND RUSSIAN SOCIETY
My wartime childhood
N. D. Alenchikova
Memories of Moscow schoolgirl 1940's the military child.
Key words: life of wartime evacuation, childhood memories.
The Stalin era in the new books Permian historians
А. V. Bushmakov
A Review of two books writing by the Permian historians on the history of the Stalinism.
А. V. Bushmakov analyze the innovative approach of the authors and their contribution to the study of
this period.
Key words: Stalinism, repressions, soviet everyday life, terror, social history, political culture.
Refugees of the First World War in Cherdyn Region: history of resettlement, local integration, life after the war
G. N. Chagin
The publication contains extensive annotated fragments of memories of the fate of refugees in
Cherdyn region during the First World War.
Key words: First World War, refugees, Cherdyn, memoirs.
Vicarial activity of Bishop Vladimir (Rajic), on Transcarpathia the day before and in days
of the Second World War
Yu. V. Danilec
It is considered the basic aspects of activity of Bishop Vladimir (Rajic). Are analyzed a political
situation on Transcarpathi who directly influenced work of the bishop. It is underlined inconsistency
of a policy of the Hungarian mode in relation to orthodox at the time of the Second World War.
Key words: Orthodox Church, Bishop Vladimir (Rajic), Hungarian regime, Transcarpathia.
Theme «The Great Patriotic War» as a basis of historical information science study
D. A. Gagarina, S. I. Kornienko
The paper proposed an approach to teaching a practical course of historical information science
through a series of educational projects in the scope of one problem area – history of the Great Patriotic War. This article contains respective methods, its theoretical basis and description of pedagogical
experiment.
Key words: historical information science, teaching methods, computer-based research, method
of projects, Internet, data bases, machine-readable sources.
A new look at the history of the front and rear
St. G. Jug
The review of new books on history of Great Patriotic War: Anna Krylova. Soviet Women in
Combat: A History of Violence on the Eastern Front. N.-Y.: Cambridge University Press, 2010. xvi,
320 pp. и Rebecca Manley. To the Tashkent Station: Evacuation and Survival in the Soviet Union at
War. Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2009. xvi, 282 pp.
Key words: Great Patriotic War, the gender scenario, evacuation, practices on a near Survival.
Some episodes from history of a cultural life of Perm within Great Patriotic War
O. G. Klimenskaya
An author considers early unknown episodes of the local and evacuated artists’s activity in
Molotov (Perm) during the Great Patriotic War.
Key words: The Perm state art gallery, N. N. Serebrennikov, artists in evacuation.
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The power and Moslems in the USSR in the Great Patriotic War (on materials of the
Penza region)
L. A. Koroljeva, A. A. Koroljev
In article the basic directions of the Soviet state-confessional politicians concerning Islam at regional level – in the Penza region during the Great Patriotic War, religious activity of the Penza Moslems are analyzed.
Key words: the USSR, Islam, the Great Patriotic War, the Penza region.
Childhood, singed by the war
G. S. Mursalimov
Memories of wartime childhood in the rear Tatar bashkirsokm village Koyanovo Molotov area.
Key words: wartime childhood, Koyanovo, memories.
An episode in the history of the Great War as an element of the historical memory in Europe: The 1914 Christmas Truce
M. A. Obolonkova
Historical and cultural realities of the Christmas truce on the Western Front (1914) are considered in the context of current methodological approaches. The author examines commemorative practices that provide designing and preservation of the Christmas truce image in the historical memory of
the Europeans as one of the many resources of the European identity. Key aim of the article is to analyze the purposes and meaning of this historical experience assignment of modernity.
Key words: First World War, Western front, Christmas truce 1914, historical memory, commemoration.
A History of a correctional labor settlement (the Forest Correctional Labor Settlement
№ 6. The First Kuchino Period, 1946–1953)
L. A. Obuchov
The article analyses the Post-Great Patriotic War period in a history of a typical correctional labor settlement of the Gulag system after redeployment of the headquarters of the ITK-6 to Kuchino,
Molotov region (Permskii krai).
Key words: Kuchino, timber harvesting sections, rafting, emulation in labor, conditions.
The patriotism of despair: the nation, war and the loss in Russia
D. Rogers
Book Review Oushakine S. A. The Patriotism of Despair: Nation, War, and Loss in Russia
(Culture and Society After Socialism). Ithaca, Cornell University Press, 2009. 299 s.
Key words: Post-Soviet Russia, social trauma, patriotism, communities of loss.
Recollecting war: how children looked at “big” history
M. V. Romashova
We consider the phenomenon of memories of wartime childhood educators historical-political
science faculty of Perm State University.
Key words: Great Patriotic War, Children of War, the memoirs.
“A guilt presumption”: processes over prisoners of war and interned in Stalin’s justice
system of the end 1940 – the beginnings of 1950th
N. V. Surzhikova
The article is devoted to the theme of criminal prosecution of prisoners of war and internees of
the II World war in the USSR. The experience of this work was unique, as the implementation of cases
on war crimes went in the opposite direction, which is based on the hypothetical assumption that
among the POWs and internees there was certain number of war criminals. Imperative “undoubted
guilt” largely predetermined the fact that the policy on foreigners eventually became repressive.
Key words: foreign prisoners-of-war, internees, prosecution cases, war criminals, criminal
prosecution, repressions, rehabilitation.
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Russian naval emigration in the 1920s on the fleet’s role in the Anti-Bolshevik struggle
A. V. Tolochko
Russian naval emigration worked out an original conception of the role of the fleet in the antiBolshevik struggle, which did not attract the attention of the political and military leaders of the “Russia Abroad”.
Key words: Russian emigration, navy, struggle against Soviet regime.
Problems of preparation of the officer contingent of the Russian army before the RussianJapanese war
I. V. Varzakov
The Russian history is sated by military conflicts, much attention was paid to the command
armed forces of Russia. Military success and state failures depend on the officer case directly. Qualitative and quantitative aspects of a command contingent’s state are defined by system of its acquisition
and preparation to the large extent.
The transformations spent during the epoch of “Great reforms” under the direction of
D. A. Milyutin have begun creation of bourgeois type army. Defeat suffered by Russia in the war with
Japan (1904–1905) showed that the work done in this direction during previous decades was absolutely insufficient.
Key words: The Russian-Japanese war, officers, acquisition, military education, military ranking.
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